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The
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Bowling 'Green State University

Senate reduces S/U allowance to 24 credit hours
by Kevin Settlage
staff reporter

cent of their total grades (under the
S/U option), while not forgetting the
original intent (of the S/U) to explore
The ceiling on S/U undergraduate areas not in their area of study."
credit was lowered from 12 courses to
24 credit hours - the equivalent of six
BUCKWELL EMPHASIZED that
four-hour courses - by Faculty Senate the limit of 24 S/U hours will have "no
yesterday.
affect on the mandatory S/U courses''
The recommendation for the (courses required to be taken S/U will
change, which came from the not count toward the 24-hour total).
"This will allow greater flexibility
Academic Policies Committee, was
for students while endeavoring to
approved 53-4.
Patricia J. Buckwell, Academic maintain the transcript (GPA and
Policies Committee chairman, more graded credit) of the student,"
presented a similar motion to the Buckwell said.
senate on May 6 which recommended
Lyle Ganske, Student Government
that S/U options be reduced to four
courses. It was defeated with 39 in Association academic affairs coorfavor and 23 against, not enough for dinator and senate member, expressthe two thirds required for passage.
ed his support for the motion, saying it
Buckwell said the new motion, pro- would allow more flexibility for the
posing 24 S/U hours as a limit, would students than the previously defeated
allow students to take "up to 12 per- motion.

column
one

By limiting the total S/U hours instead of the number of courses, Ganske said that students may take more
courses with fewer hours for S/U
credit.
HE SPECIFICALLY mentioned the
increased chance to take additional
one-hour phys ed classes S/U because
they would count as one hour under
the 24 limit but as one course under
the existing 12 course limit.
Robert A. Bruno, Graduate Student
Senate member to the senate, said the
original intent of the change was to
correct an alleged abuse of the S/U
option by students in courses in their
majors.
"(But) it has still not been proven
that the students have misused their
S/U options," Bruno claimed. "It is
still an effort to limit without a
justified need."

Dr. William Kirby, Academic
Policies Committee member, said
"the original reason for the S/U was
to explore outside the major field and
the colleges aren't taking this seriously.
"EXCEPT FOR the College of
Business, this (misuse of the S/U option) is a widespread problem," Kirby
added.
When the Academic Policies Committee discovered that the S/U option
was not being used as originally intended, it was proof that "Bowling
Green students are very innovative
people," Dr. David C. Roller, senate
member, said.
Roller called the new motion a compromise, leaving students with flexibility but still limiting excessive use
of the S/U option.
Janet Parks, senate member, said

course is repeated.
With the new policy, a student can
only drop the grade from his first
class the the subsequent grades are
averaged as one grade for his GPA.
Also, the first grade can be dropped
only if it is a D, F, I, U or WF. Any
other grade from the first class is
averaged into all subsequent grades.
The senate also set requirements
for credit-by-exam at the University.
Approval to take a credit-by-exam
test requires the following:
• the student previously has not
enrolled for that course;
• the student present sufficient
evidence of previous study or experience;
• the course is not a prerequisite for
any course the student has completed;
• payment of $15; and that
• this option may not be repeated.

Kennedy addresses auto workers'problems
by Gary Benz
staff reporter

Bush wins Michigan
primary; Carter rolls

The airplane was due at 12:30 p.m.. But at 12:35 p.m., one woman remarked: "They don't keep very much on schedule. Did you ever see anything on
time?" And another said: "I hope he isn't too late, that dummy."
Well, "that dummy" being referred to was Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, and
those women were waiting, along with about 40 others, for the senator to arrive at Toledo Express Airport yesterday.
A few minutes after 1 p.m., Kennedy's plane arrived. "That's early for
him," a Secret Service man said.
The door of the plane opened and out came dozens of reporters and
photographers. Finally, Kennedy descended the steps from the plane and
gave a short statement to the waiting press.

George Bush won the
Michigan presidential primary
election in a startling runaway
last night, and put Ronald
Reagan's drive toward the
Republican presidential
nomination on hold for the moment.
Bush was gaining 58 percent
of the vote to Reagan's 32 percent. The former United Nar
tions ambassador said victory
was "a very big shot in the
arm," and means "I shouldn't
be written off."
Reagan was favored in
yesterday's other primaryOregon, where President
Carter sought to enlarge his advantage over Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy and convince
Democrats their race is over.
The Oregon polls closed at 11
p.m.; there were 20 Republican
delegates to be won there, 39
Democratic.

THEN, it was off to a local union hall to speak to a group of United Auto
Workers.
It was standing room only inside the hall. About 300 persons sat and listened while about 100 more jammed their way in to hear Kennedy's speech.
Kennedy got right to the heart of what was on the auto worker's minds-the
slumping economy and the slumping auto industry.
Kennedy told the crowd he favors building auto plants in the United States.
And, he said, he does not believe in President Carter's proposed 10-cent-agallon gasoline tax.
"ITS ONE point on the inflation scale," he said.
Kenndy also said he was concerned with the reduction of new home construction.
"I've always believed home ownership was part of the American Dream,"
he said.
To this, Kennedy received thunderous applause. But, he received a standing ovation when he challenged Carter to a debate.

Quebec separatists
lose secession bid

"WHY DON'T you come out to this UAW hall, Jimmy Carter, and
debate?" Kennedy yelled to the crowd. "Let the working members of the
Democratic party decide after a debate."
Kennedy continued: "The one thing we have to ask ourselves is, if he's not
willing to debate, what kind of confidence will he have to lick the
Republicans" in November.
After his speech, Kennedy answered questions from the auto workers.
One woman asked the Senator what he plans to do about unemployment
among blacks, especially unemployment among the youths.

MONTREAL (AP) - Quebec's
voters yesterday rejected their
separatist government's appeal
for a mandate to lead them out
of the Canadian confederation.
In a strong vote of confidence
in a future in Canada, the
predominantly French-speaking
province voted 59 percent to 41
percent against embarking on
the road to secession.
With 89 percent counted, the
returns showed 1,897,259 voting
no and 1,319,595 yes.
The "yes" vote won in only
one of 11 regions in the province - a heavily French rural
area.

KENNEDY SAID he would not cut the summer jobs program the current
administration is reducing. He said this program has a direct impact on
inner-city youth because a continuation of the program will help curb
unemployment.
Kennedy then was asked if he still would go to Democratic National Convention if he did not win enough delegates in the primaries.
"We're going to get enough votes. I learned a lesson as a youngster that if
you start thinking second place, you're never going to get first," he said.
Kennedy then outlined his stance on the Equal Rights Amendment.

weather
Partly Cloudy. High 75 F (24
C), low 50 F (10 C), 10 percent
chance of precipitation.

the restrictions are directed toward
helping students later with getting a
job.
SOME EMPLOYERS view courses
taken S/U negatively on students'
transcripts, Parks said.
"And even if the student doesn't
abuse it (S/U), the word will get
around that BGSU has a soft policy
toward S/U options and it will hurt
those students who don't abuse it,"
Kirby suggested.
The new policy allows students
seven days to declare a course S/U.
The senate also approved a change
in University policy for repeating a
course.
THE MOTION presented by the
Academic Policies Committee
changes the existing policy that
allows a student to repeat a course indefinitely and drop the grade from his
grade point average each time the

staff photo by Tim Westhoven
Speaking to a crowd of about 400 United Auto Workers at a union hall >n Toledo yesterday It
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy. A candidate for the Democratic presidential nomination, Kennedy
stopped In Toledo for about two hours to campaign for the June 3 Ohlc primary.

HE SAID he supports the ERA and added: "I believe there were founding
mothers as well as founding fathers."
Concerning a question about the Cuban refugee problem, Kennedy said the
United States should have undertaken negotiations with Cuba a long time
ago so that anyone who wanted to come to America could.
After fielding about six questions, Kennedy said he wanted to clear up his
stance on gun control because it has become distorted in the last few months.
"I will not interfere with the legitimate interests of the sportsmen and
women," he said.

Minority Unrest: Springtime student protests vary at other universities
by Paula Winslow
staff reporter

Jr. calling for special measures to ensure equal minority treatment.
About two weeks ago the Latin Student Union presented a list of
demands to Moore calling for an end
to racial (injustice in recruiting, affirmative action and social and cultural
programming. The students also
specified that unmet requests made
last spring be resolved. Part of their
protest was a sit-in after posted
business hours in McFall Center,
which led to the arrest of 23 protesters.

Flowers and green grass haven't
been the only things to sprout here
during the last two springtimesminority student protests against the
University administration have shot
up too.
But other nearby universities have
not had the same kinds of problems;
several use special tactics to avert
such conflicts as sit-ins and lists of
demands.
Last May a group of minority
A RACIAL PROTEST during a
students led by the Black Student
Union presented a list of demands to celebration of black activist Malcom
University President Hollis A. Moore X*s birthday was held by about 30

students at Ohio State University has been unmarked recently by racial Vadillo, is employed in the Student
Monday, but no statements of protests, Dr. William Nester, OSU Development Program here.
demands were issued, nor any sit-ins vice-president, said. OSU has about
Kent State Univeristy's most recent
3,700 minority students out of a total minority protest was last fall, but like
stages.
The students' attempts to see OSU student population of more than OSU's, involved no arrests or formal
president Harold L. Enarson were 53,000, in contrast to the 1,000 demands.
thwarted when OSU campus police minorities out of about 16,000 students
locked the doors to his office building, here.
A KSU ADMINISTRATOR said
according to a story in yesterday's
about 6-10 percent of KSU's 17,000
"OF COURSE every representative students are minorities.
Lantern, the OSU campus newspaper.
The students since have made an group would like to have greater atDr. Arvin Lubetkin, KSU associate
appointment to discuss with Enarson tention and resources," Nester said. dean for student services, said that
He added that OSU has a Hispanic last fall several black students staged
their concerns of a lack of funds for
black organizations, a shortage of student programming office with a a mile-and-a-half-long march from
black faculty and poor treatment of full-time coordinator to plan cultural, the main campus to its stadium in problack students and faculty in classes, social and educational acitivities for test of alleged discrimination against
Latinos there.
the Lantern reported
minorities in intercollegiate athletic.
A Hispanic specialist, Manuel
Besides Monday's incident, OSU
The action led to a series of

meetings between blacks and administrators, who "looked into the accusations," Lubetkin said.
In contrast to Moore's responses to
racial protests here, KSU administrators formed no special committees to study the charges, Lubetkin
said.
Moore has ordered three
separate investigations into the
Latinos' allegations, two of them by
standing committees and one specially created for this issue.
OHIO UNIVERSITY is one of the
schools contacted by the News that
has not experienced organized minority protests. It has a different apcontinued on page 4
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opinion,
Procedural mixup
sparks controversy
The decision about who will fill the former Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity's house has - in its most innocent implication - turned into a word game involving procedural
interpretation.
At Monday's Interfraternity Council meeting, the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity presented its case regarding why
it should have been given first shot at filling the house.
The house was awarded to the off-campus fraternity,
Beta Theta Pi, last week by Wayne Colvin, director of
residence life, area IV; Sue Barker, associate director of
residence life, area IV; and Fayetta Paulsen, assistant
vice provost of residence life.
The SAEs contend that University policy was not followed in filling the house. There are seven procedures outlined, which nave been used since 1972, for filling a vacant
house. Of the seven, four of the procedures were questioned
by the SAEs.
Procedure three states: "In the event that an on-campus
living unit becomes available, all groups on the waiting
list...will be notified of the vacancy. Requirements for filling the unit, in addition to details concerning size, cost of
housing, etc., will be included with the notification."
The SAEs were not notified of the vacancy as procedure
three states. The SAEs were fifth on the waiting list, and
the Betas were sixth.
v
Procedure four says groups on the waiting list that are
BMC,WR.CHKISLEI?
BE?'
interested in occupying a vacancy must file a written application within two weeks after notification of the opening.
This procedure counts out the SAEs because they were not
notified of the vacancy.
All those nights that we gave up stuwhen it comes to cruelty. Baby seals
Procedure five says: "Assignment of a group to a vacant Hogamunga foes
in Canada don't complain as they are dying to go out drinking. Those were
unit will be made in order of position on the waiting list proclubbed to death. Baby chicks and the days! The cute little "Nerd" or
vided the requirements as specified in number three above miss the good side
ducks don't complain when they are "Fifties" parties the school always
are satisfied."
I am writing in regard to the letter dyed various colors at Easter. And threw on Friday nights. Sure they
Also, procedure seven says the following: "A group cur- written by Robin Weirauch who op- horses and dogs in Wood County don't were stupid, but how else could we
rently housed in an on-campus living unit may make a writ- posed Hogamunga. Where did she get complain when they are being starv- meet girls?
And who could ever forget the silly
ed. Cruelty to animals is a serious
ten request to the assistant vice provost for residence life to her information for her letter?
First off, she stated, "Somebody matter; it should not be taken lightly. pranks we played on the school. My
move to a vacated unit. This request will be considered greases
You say that all people sometimes favorite was when we'd take a greas(the pig) all up, throws
after all groups on the waiting list have rejected the open- you into you
a fenced in area..." If my do silly things in the name of fun and ed pig and set it loose in the halls so
ing."
memory is correct, the pigs were not "that's what separates normal people the custodians would have to run all
In other words, procedure four and procedure five are greased this year and are not from those who stick their noses in over and try to catch it. Sure it was a
dependent on the implementation of procedure three, "thrown" anywhere, not to mention academic journals and never look up little inhumane, but we were just kids.
So then, do I miss good ol' North
the question, when was the last time to see what really is going on." Vanwhich was sidestepped for procedure seven.
you saw a pig that wasn't fenced in? dals probably have fun too. However, High? I never left.
Confused?
Second, how much does she actually does that mean vandalism should be
The University has interpreted procedure seven as say- know
Stan Friedman
as
entertainment?
about pigs? Did the pigs, to you, excused
ing that off-campus fraternities are given priority over on- look like they were "extremely ex- "Normal" people can have fun
401 Compton
campus fraternities when filling a vacant slot. But there is hausted" after the chase? If you were without causing suffering. And what
"really is going on," anyway? It
no explicit reference to this priority in any of the pro- there, you should know the answer to would
seem that you are the ones who News sports editor,
that question is "no." The "little pigs"
cedures.
are not as fragile as she made them up are out of touch-not those "few faculApparently the seventh procedure, and the University's to be. I'm not saying that the pigs can ty and administration members who MAC get attacked
ambiguous interpretation of it, overrides the fifth. If this is take any amount of harm, only that it are bugged by the event." Unless it is
I have a few gripes to make. Actualthe case, then why is there a waiting list at all?
shouldn't be exaggerated. These pigs now more fashionable to have, a good
ly
they can just be considered as comtime
than
to
prevent
cruelty
or
to
Then the problem arises in deciphering what the poorly squeal out of some fear, not because
ments
about something that has been
show
respect
for
animals.
Sticking
they are being "tortured," as was
written and contradictory seventh procedure says.
one's nose in an academic journal bothering me.
stated.
There
were
many
new
rules
Consider this: An on-campus living unit (the SAEs) may
First on the list is the cutting down
were added this year to seems more appropriate at a Univermake a written request to move into a vacated unit only that
Hogamunga. These rules further pro- sity than does a greased pig contest. of our baseball team by a reporter on
after all groups on the waiting list (including the SAEs) tected the safety of the pigs.
The SAE's argue that Hogamonga the News' staff. Any team that has put
is
a tradition. (They first said that in hours and hours of effort and pracSure, there are a lot of ways to raise
have rejected the opening.
the event had been held only one tice does not deserve to be ridiculed in
Imagine that. According to the procedures, the SAEs money for Muscular Dystrophy. It when
time!) Being a tradition does not such a way. If your own school cannot
takes
plenty
of
organization
and
planwould have to reject the vacancy in order to apply for the ning that many people went through make it right. Slavery also was a tradi- back you in athletic competition, then
BG's baseball team has
vacancy because they are in an on-campus living unit.
prior to this event. If Weirauch can tion; so was fraternity hazing. June who will?
a fine effort this season and they
The procedures the University followed to fill former think of a more profitable way to raise brings another tradition-that of many made
better than what has been
Pike house can be interpreted to fit any occasion. It is this money for MD with as much par- students going home and leaving deserve
handed to them.
behind
their
pets
for
the
Humane
ticipation
as
in
Hogamunga,
then
she
flexibility that has caused the controversy.
The next thing is that for any league
get busy organizing and plann- Society to rescue. I would like to see championship to be determined by a
Even though the same guidelines for filling vacant better
that
tradition
also
end.
- all the power to her! •
houses in the last eight years were followed this time, the ingI may
I commend the administration for weather factor is definitely unfair. It
seem to be directing this letis by sheer bad luck that BG dropped
procedures must be made more clear.
ter directly toward Weirauch. its stand against Hogamunga and sup- to second. The team's chances of
The procedures should not be rewritten to reflect the un- However, I mean to direct it to all port its decision to no longer permit it. beating Ball State were good but
fair policy that was followed for this decision, but to make those people who oppose this pro- Any event that is potentially harmful because of rain the games were not
animals has no place on a college
the steps for filing a vacated house fair, orderly and ex- fitable fundraising event and for them tocampus.
And a responsible played. We were not beaten out of first
to
read
this
letter
and
think
twice
plicit.
about their feelings. I definitely think newspaper would not treat the issue place by a team but we were beaten

letters.

respond

If you would like to comment on something in the News or anything of
student interest, write to the News.
The letter or guest column should be typewritten, triple-spaced and
signed. Include your address and telelphone number for verification.
The News reserves the right to reject letter or portions of letters that
are in bad taste, malicious or libelous.
Address your comments to: Editorial Editor, The BG News, 108
University Hall.

Kathy Koester
417 Lo wry

The 315 "Hows
No. 107

Vol. 60
STAFF
Editor

Hogamunga should be continued. Just
think of all those children with MD.
You think the pigs are scared! Many
of these childern are being helped by
profitable fundraising events, such as
Hogamunga (which no longer exists).
Let me ask all of you just one question. What did you have to eat last
year for Christmas dinner? Case closed.

Hogamunga editorial
called irresponsible

Mary DannemiUer

Managing editor
News editor
Editorial editor
Copy editor
Pnoto editor
Sports editor

John Lammers
Keith Jameson
Paul O'Donnell
JoeHanak
Tim Westhoven
Dave Lewandowski
Bart Porter
Liboy Kilmer

Entertainment editor
Business manager

The BG News <s published daily Tuesday through Friday during the academic year anc
weekly during summer sessions by students of Bowling Green State University
Opinions expressed by columnists do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The BG News.
The BG News and Bowling Green State University »rr equal opportunity employers and
do not discriminate in hiring practices.
The BG News will not accept advertising that is deemed discriminatory, degrading or in
suiting on the basis ot race. *e« or national cngm.
All rights to material published in The BG News are reserved.
Editorial and Business Offices
IM University Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403
Phone Hit) 372 7003

As president of the Wood County
Humane Society, I feel compelled to
comment on your irresponsible
editorial concerning the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon Hogamunga.
I cannot understand the cavalier attitude taken by The BG News toward
this controversy. I agree that Dr.
Richard Eakin, vice provost for institutional planning and student affairs, has many important problems
to solve, but I feel that the problems
connected with Hogamunga are no
less important.
In your editorial you state that the
Hogamunga might be inhumane"although the pigs aren't complaining." How quaint! It may surprise
you to learn that the pigs have no
choice-animals never have a choice

mtM

—wmi. rr

as a mere nuisance.

Sylvia Liss
President, Wood County Humane

by Mother Nature. The rule for not
rescheduling MAC games should be
reconsidered.

Society

Looking at four more
years of high school
Well, here it is, the end of my
freshman year in an institute of
higher education! A time for me to
reflect back on my earlier days, and
see how I've now become a member of
a more mature society. No more of
those childish things we did back in
high school. Ah, what fond memories
of things that can be done no more! I'll
never forget all those exams we used
to cheat on. Man, we had the faculty in
the palms of our hands.

Tammy Raybuck
349 Mat-Donald West

Giedlinski explains
why he did not vote
You may have read in Tuesday's
issue of The BG News an editorial concerning the Advisory committee on
General Fee Allocations and the
suspension of my vote concerning funding for La Union de Estudiantes
Latinos. The furor arose over
remarks attributed to me in an article
in last Friday's edition. I say
"attributed to me" because the
reporter has stated to me in front of

his editor that he was incomplete in
quoting me and seemed to have left a
false impression of my feelings and
biases. However, in the course of a
20-minute interview, I expect I said all
those words, though not only those
words, not in that order and not
without tongue-in-cheek at several
times. The reporter expressed to me
at that time a wish to get people more
involved; between us we certainly did
that. I do accept the blame for my inadvertent fiasco and I have apologized to ACGFA's members publicly in
the minutes of Saturday's meeting, as
well as to the Graduate Student
Senate Executive Committee.
I will admit that I did not like being
suspended from voting on a budget
which had previously been an article
of some interest to AOGFA. The committee acted in what the members
considered ACGFA's best interests. I
still disagree, although I agreed to
abide by the decision of the committee. I have yet to hear of a member of
any legislative body abstaining on a
vote which pertained to his constituent interests on the grounds of bias.
Any politician who did that would
never return to office. His constituents expect him to act in their best
interests at all times; to the extent
that he votes for the good of all he is
considered a statesman. I consider it
dereliction of duty if I do not vote in
what I consider the interests of the
student body as a whole. When that
choice is removed, I may as well not
be there. It was not politic of me to
allow myself to be quoted that way; I
am not a politician. I am not particularly worried about my reputation
either; I am much more concerned
about the blatant lack of interest on
the part of the student body toward
the process of the budget hearings.
I had expected that every group requesting funds from ACGFA would
have at least one representative
listening to the proceedings at all
times on Saturday, when decisions
were being made in public session. I
would be surprised if more than 15
people come all day. Every member
of the audience who wished to be
heard in regard to a budget was
heard. If student interest is so greatly
lacking in the future, the entire process of student review of student
general fee money spending may be
lost and I would consider that a
travesty.
Granted that this year's budgeting
process was late in time and very
limited in scope. It does not have to remain that way.
John D. Giedlinski
graduate student ACGFA member
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ACGFA budget recommendation causes cutback

Spring exam schedule

SGA plans to reduce operating expenses
supplies. Also, SGA will set certain
hours for student secretaries to work
in order to reduce expenses, she said.
Student Government Association
"We don't want to cut back on prowill cut back on operating expenses gramming, because projects are what
next year because of the budget serve the students," Kortokrax said.
recommendation made by the Advisory Committee on General Fee
THE BIKE-PATH'S project may be
Allocations last weekend, Dana L. affected by the cut, she explained, adKortokrax, SGA president, said Mon- ding that SGA is considering the
day.
"actual need" of bike paths at the
ACGFA allotted $16,850 to SGA for University. A decision will be made
next year's budget, despite a request concerning bike paths after Universifor $20,617.
ty architects and the grounds crew
Kortokrax said SGA will try to submit recommendations to SGA.
reduce travel and telephone expenses,
Kortokrax said SGA hopes the
as well as funding spent on paper and University will absorb more of the
by Mary Alice Hentges
stafl reporter

cost for the University Shuttle Ser- SGA PLANS to print a newsletter
vice, a pilot project to demonstrate next year, informing students of the
student need for a transportation activities of student organizations.
"It's not an SGA newsletter, it's a
system.
student body newsletter," she said.
"It's growing too large for one Funding for the project has not yet
organization to handle," she said, ad- been determined.
SGA received $11,000 from general
ding that William R. Bess, director of
Campus Safety and Security, is look- fees last year, plus$2,300 f romthe coning into alternative ways for funding tingency fund for peer advising pamphlets and $1,864 which was left over
the service.
from the previous year's budget, she
"We're going to try to affect our said.
projects in the least possible way,"
ACGFA also recommended that
she said, adding that SGA is retaining SGA "continue efforts to work with
all major projects started last year, other organizations to better repreas well as adding more projects.
sent the students' needs."

FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE
SPRING 1980
Oay ot Exam
TIME
OF
EXAMINATION

TUESDAY
6/10/80

8:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.

8:30 M

the campaign speeches of George
McGovern, LeBoutillier said.

Political author and commentator
John LeBoutillier spoke in the Grand
Ballroom last night, emphasizing the
"stupid and flimsy" reasons candidates run for the U.S. presidency.
In his lecture entitled "Promises,
Promises..." LeBoutillier, who wrote
"Harvard Hates America," noted the
idiosyncrasies of current presidential
candidates before a crowd of about
250.
LeBoutillier said he was first
"baptized" into politics when he offered to campaign for a former
prisoner of war who was running for
the U.S. Senate.
As a form of torture, the POW was
hung upside down on a hook for 13
days, the last four while listening to

WHEN THE POW returned home
and challenged McGovern for the
South Dakota U.S. Senate seat,
LeBoutillier said, called him and offered his campaign services.
After raising a substantial sum of
money for the candidate, LeBoutillier
said he was offered a job of finance
chairman, a position which allowed
him'to observe other political candidates and their careers.
"I am greatly disappointed in the
people who run for the presidency,"
he said.
While in California, LeBoutillier
had the opportunity to meet and talk
with former President Richard M.
Nixon at San Clemente. He said he
noticed that Nixon's office was set up

the same as the Oval Office and his president who can't think for
aides refferred to him as "Mr. Presi- himself," he said of Reagan.
In reference to President Carter's
dent."
campaign, he said, "The Carter peo"ITS LIKE he's still the president ple are very good at running campaigns, they're just not very good at
of the United States.
"Although Nixon isn't running to- running the White House."
day, the guys that are running pattern
HE SAID he only would tell one
a lot of things after other campaigns
and one of those is Nixon's," he said. story about Edward M. Kennedy
The practice of many candidates is because "I don't take him very
to "take a poll and regurgitate what seriously," adding that Kennedy was
the poll said," LeBoutillier said. "I expelled from Harvard for having a
say that's not leadership, that's friend take a Spanish midterm for
him.
fellowship."
"If you're going to have a cheater
Referring to him as "a pretty good
movie actor," LeBoutillier said for president, can't he at least cheat
Reagan worked a 9-5 day, dividing the cleverly?"
day into 10-minute segments because
The most popular source for politiafter 10 minutes, Reagan started cians is a thesaurus, he said. "They
want to sound like they're on every
making mistakes.
"DO YOU REALLY want a guy for side of the issue."

THURSDAY
6/12/80

Day and Hour ot First Lecture
9:30 M
8:30 T

FRIDAY
6/13/80

8:30 W
9:30 T

10:45 a.m.
12:45 p.m.

10:30 T
11:30 M

10:30 W
11:30T

10:30 M

2:30 T

1:15 p.m.
3:15 p.m.

12:30 M

12:30 W
1:30 T

12:30 T

1:30 M

3:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.

2:30 M

3:30 M

4:30 M
4:30 T

3:30 T

LeBoutillier: a dim view of the presidency
by Mary Alice Hentges
statt reporter

WEDNESDAY
6/11/80

5:30 p.m.
MONDAY
4:30 & 5:30 pm
THURSDAY
EVENING
CLASSES

5:30 p.m.
TUESDAY
EVENING
CLASSES

4:30 & 5:30
p.m.
WEDNESDAY
EVENING
CLASSES

10:15 p.m.

6:30 & 7:30
p.m.
TUESDAY
EVENING
CLASSES

6:30 4 7:30 p.m.
MON
6:30 * 7:30pm
WEDNESDAY
THURS
EVENING
EVENING
CLASSES
CLASSES

6:00-8:00 p.m.

ACCT 221

PSYC 201

8:15-10:15 p.m

ACCT 222
BA 102

SPCH 102

6:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

8:15 p.m.

6:30 & 7:30
p.m

CS 101
CS 103
CS210
INFO 160

EXPLANATION
A class thai meets for the first lecture time in a week at 8:30 a.m. Tuesday
(8:30T) is scheduled for examination at 8:30 a.m. Thursday, 6/12/80.
A class that meets for the first time in a week at 12:30 p.m. Monday (12:30M)
is scheduled for examination at 1:15 p.m. Tuesday, 6/10/80.

briefsFood Stamp meeting

Golf Open entry forms

Bloodmobile at St. Mark's

A poor people's workshop, advocate-escorts and
reorganization of the group will be the items discussed at
today's meeting of the Wood County Citizens for Food
Stamp Reform. The public meeting will be at 7 p.m. at
the United Christian Fellowship Center, 313 Thurston
Ave.

Entry forms for the first Falcon Spring Golf Open, to be
held Saturday at the University Golf Course, are due today. Tee times for the tournament, sponsored by the
Falcon Club and the Student Recreation Center, will be
posted tomorrow. Entry fees must accompany forms.

The community Bloodmobile will be at St. Mark's
Lutheran clinic, 315 S. College Dr., Friday from noon to 6
p.m. Appointments may be made by calling 353-4575.
Walk-ins also will be taken.

COCO sponsors Spring Fling

Gallia Schools to interview

Balogh Symposium to be held

A Spring Fling, with a '60s theme and featuring bottomless beer, pop and munchies, will be Friday from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m. at the Veteran's Bldg., located in Conneaut, west of North Maple Street. Admission is $2 at the
door for the public event sponsored by the Commuter OffCampus Organization.

The Joseph K. Balogh Honorary Symposium is slated
for 2 p.m. tomorrow featuring the following spekers: Dr.
Mildred M. Seltzer, Dr. Saad Nagi and Dr. Basil S.
Georgopoulos. The event, at the Assembly Room, McFall
Center, is free and public.

We always strive for fast
service, but we didn't get to|
be the BEST PIZZA IN B G
BY CUTTING

CORNERS!

\o*

Fast Free Delivery 352-5166

OCX

Gallia County Schools, Gallipolis, is set to recruit on
campus Friday. They have two openings for Learning
Disability teachers, one elementary vocal music teacher
and an EMR teacher. Students must sign up immediately
at the Placement Center, 360 Student Services Bldg., for
an interview.

weeeeeeeeeet

ATTENTION - BGSU
BUSINESS STUDENTS
If you are interested In summer work, we
need typists, secretaries with dictaphone or
shorthand. Also, if you are graduating, let us
tell you about our permanent placement service. No fee to applicants.
CONTEMPORARY PERSONNEL
5445 Southwyck Blvd.
865-8069

Wear a conversation
piece!
Sure to become a collector's item OnlySl OOand
the purchase of any size pizza from your local
Pizza Dispatch store, will make one of these tshms yours (One t-shirt per pizza, while supply
lasts)
Fast. Free Delivery
1616 6 Wooster
Telephone 352-1539
We reserve the right to limit our delivery area
Ou' drivers carry less than $20 0C

We're on our
way!
Free Pepsi! Gel up to 4 free cups
of Pepsi when you order a large
pizza or 2 free cups ol Pepsi with a
small pizza. Our drivers carry less
than $10.00. iim««<j <j*!<vcv -<«a

Call us
$2.00 off any 16"
2-item or more
pizza. 1 coupon
per pizza.
Exp. 6/8/80
Fast, tree delivery
1616 E Wooster
352-1539
0O7B85/74O2

$1.00 oft any
pizza One
coupon/ pizza
Exp 6/8/80
Fast, tree
delivery
1616E.Wooster
352-1539
0O7MS/24O2

MO Oomtno'i PuM. Inc
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Big Brothers, Sisters fill void for
youngsters who need companions
by Marie Cisterino

Wanted: University students, teachers, professors
or employees, male or female, looking to make a close
encounter of the best kind.
Qualifications: Must be a well-adjusted, friendly and
responsible person with a sincere interest in kids and
in helping people on a volunteer basis.
The job: Be a Big Brother or Sister to a young Wood
County resident who otherwise has no adult companionship.
"There is an immediate need for a number of Big
Brothers with the Big Sister Program being full at this
time due to a lack of little sisters," Dave Lary, coordinator counselor for Big Brothers of Wood County,
says.
LARY SAID interested individuals who are willing
to share their time with a young boy or girl must
display "genuine sincerity and responsibility as a
volunteer, and be willing to spend at least four hours a
week with a little brother or sister.
While the Big Brother program has been going
strong for about 80 years, it was not started in this area
until five years ago.
Big Brothers began in 1903 in Cincinnati based on an
idea that regular personal contact between one man
and one boy could help prevent juvenile delinquency
and provide a more complete life for a fatherless boy.
The program has expanded to include the Big
Sisters, and does not deal exclusively with delinquents.
"SINCE PREVENTION of problems is our longterm goal, delinquent boys and girls are not our only
concern. Shy, lonely and unhappy kids who are future
targets for trouble make a great portion of our case
load," Lary said.
Most of the kids are between eight and 18-years-old
and come from single-parent families, usually without
a father. There is little or no time for working mothers
to spend with the son or daughter.
"Volunteers can't take the place of the mother or
father," Lary said, "but they can help by providing
companionship and understanding while developing a

Minority unrest
proach to minority student concerns,
said Joel Rudy, associate dean of
students.
OU has two student advisory boards
of 12 members each that meet
regularly with the vice president. One
is representative of all students and
one is specifically for the needs of
OU's 1,000 foreign students, 750 blacks
and 29 Latinos. OU has a total student
enrollment of about 13,800.
Rudy, chairman of the minorities
board, said it has been successful in
airing minorities' concerns before
they become major problems.
"It has assisted us a great deal,"
Rudy said. "It's something to tap the
pulse of the minority student community. We can work toward a resolution before it (the problem) reaches
that stage of a protest or demand.

confidence and a friendship between the two."
Individuals from the University are involved in the
program.
JERRY RICHARDSON, assistant director of the
University Placement Center, has had five little
brothers in five years.
"It's a very worthwhile program," Richardson said.
"It's personally rewarding knowing that I am helping
someone who needs me."
Richardson's current little brother is Chad, 9, a
fourth grader at South Main School.
"He's a great little kid," Richardson said, "and he
doesn't care what we do as long as we do it together. It
really hits you in the heart knowing you're the only
man in the world he can go to and trust."
BEFORE THEY met, Richardson said, Chad had
only been to one football game in his life. "Can you imagine a 9-year-old boy only going to one football
game*"
Richardson encourages interested people to find out
more about Big Brothers and Sisters because "they
really need us, and it's nice to care."
David Chadwick, freshman business major, became
a Big Brother to a 16-year-old boy this quarter because
he had some spare time and wanted to help someone
less fortunate.
Chadwick said his interest in becoming a Big
Brother stemmed from the fact that he was the
youngest in his family and never had a chance to be an
older brother.
HE SEES his little brother Dan at least once a week.
They play racquetball or pool, or ride bicycles.
"The emphasis is on a one-to-one relationship," he
said.
"We do things together and not with groups of
friends. It gives Dan something to do and look forward
to," Chadwick said. "His mom and dad are divorced
and he hardly ever sees his father."
Chadwick stressed that the program is "a nine
month commitment for the students, and during the
summer you keep in touch by calling, writing or paying him a visit."

•THAT'S AN unhealthy situation
for a college campus," he said. "It's
inconsistent with an educational environment."
The concerns Rudy hears from the
minority board echo those recently
voiced here and at OSU: the need to
recognize minorities' identity, to
guarantee that affirmative action procedures are followed, to provide
minority programming, to eliminate
discrimination against minorities in
allocating student fees, to ensure adequate minority representation on
university boards and committees.
When problems are exposed
through the board, administrators
study the situation, often with the help
of special investigative committees
like those used here, Rudy said.
Another measure taken at OU to

check racial friction is a not perfect in it handling of
"cross-cultural" seminar held each minorities.
"It's not a Utopia here by any
fall and spring for administration,
faculty and students. The educational means," he said. "But there's a
event "sensitizes the campus" to higher level of understanding."
cultural differences that exist among
NEITHER HAS the nearby Univerthe university's potpourri of ethnic
sity of Toledo had to face any forbackgrounds, Rudy explained.
malized minority protests, said Dr.
TO STEP UP its minority recruiting Roger Ludeman, dean for student afefforts OU has hired an assistant fairs.
"But we've certainly had concerns
director of admissions specializing in
minorities who will begin work there expressed by various minority
groups," he added, explaining that
next fall, he said.
A Latino, Elvira Artis, was complaints have been aired mostly
employed as a minority recruiter here "through the system" of usual
in the Student Development Program, grievance procedures at UT.
Dr. Will Grant, UT director of
but she resigned for personal reasons
early this year. Her replacement has minority student affairs, said there
are about 2,450 minorities out of nearnot yet been chosen.
Rudy said despite OU's efforts, it is ly 17,000 students. But he added that

The Sisters of Alpho Delto Pi

J Outstanding Senior
*
Betsy Heath

PROSPECTIVE VOLUNTEERS attend two orientation seminars to learn about the program and become
familiar with the system. After two sessions, an accepted volunteer is matched with a boy or girl.
"If a person finds out during the course of the orientation that they want out, that's their choice," he said.
Only a few female students from the University are
involved in the program for Big Sisters.
Toni Dillhoff, freshman nursing major, said she got
involved because "I came from a big family and I'm
used to being around kids, and there aren't any around

here. Working with a child would hopefully be
beneficial to me and her."
Being a non-profit organization, Big Brothers does
not pay its volunteers. But according to Lary, "The
rewards you get within yourself can't be bought with
money."
The theme of this year's recruitment is to make a
close encounter of the best kind. Interested persons
can contact Lary at the Big Brothers of Wood County,
or by calling 352-3130.

from page 1
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staff photo by Scott Keeler
David Chadwick, a freshman business major, takes an afternoon break at Myles Dairy Queen with
his "little brother" Dan Smith. Although the Big Brother program has been going strong for about 80
years, It was not started in this area until live years ago.

jMost Constructs Actrve
j Suzanne Hartmann

Dorlene Dilos

I
Outstanding Pledge *

J Best Pledge Essay Gwen Hagemeyer
Cheryl Stein
j
^•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••#

GRANT SAID UT employs no
special minority recruiter, although
its Student Development and Upward
Bound programs seek mostly
minorities.
UT's Black Student Union has not
launched any protests either,

HAPPY LEGAL 2lst

J

Congratulate
J
Outstanding Underclassman J

those figures are unrealistically low
because many students do not offer
voluntary information about race on
their application forms.
like the LSU here, UT's Hispanic
student group, Movimiento Estudiante Chicano de Aztlan also is involved in recruiting latinos from
throughout the state. Grant said.
MENCHA also sponsors an orientation day for Latino high school
students, like the LSU Latino Preview
Day here.

To Our Favorite Russian String
Puller
Loue,
Ricky Ricardo-Wannemacho
A Fellow Pharmacist's Daughter-Goos-ey

Ludeman said. That group is changing its image to one less concerned
with controversy and more interested
in positive programming.
An anti-draft demonstration has
been the only recent organized protest
at Central Michigan University, said
Dr. Glenn Steamer, director of student affairs. CMU has about 400
minority students out of a total enrollment of about 16,000.
Miami University also has been free
of racial demonstrations, said Dr.
William Hollingsworth, dean of student life. About 200-300 of MU's 14,000
students are minorities.
As is done here, MU maintains an
office of minority affairs, Hollingsworth said.
"The lines of communication are
open," he added.

Physics

An

intensive summer program
at the University of Dayton.
June 20 - August 8,1980
• A full-year college physics course,
including laboratories, in 7 weeks.
• Ideally suited for pre-medical and
other life science college students.

JDEA FOR THE 80'S

COME RIDE
HE DIXIE BUSI

WEDNESDAY
FREE < n
POP
—

•**■

• Enrollment limited.
• Housing available.
Call the Department of Physics

PAGUAJ'S
EAST
ONLY

DEPARTING ROUND TRIPS BEGIN AT 11 p.m.
AND RUN BY THE HOUR.

For Further Information
**0?
-C.M 874-8649

BUFFET

6-12 oz. cans of
COKE FREE when
you order a largo
pizzd.(14", 2 items,

For a quick, nutritious lunch-or a
long lazy one-try Pizza Inn's
Noon Buffet!

4 to Midnight

Monday through Friday (11 a.m.-2 p.m.) enjoy all the
great tasting pizza and scrumptious salad bar
goodies you can eat-for only $2.79? Kids ten and
under \'< a year.

HOURS:
II am-2 am
Sol. 4 pm-2am
Sunday
4 em • Midnight

COCOUK* W^OAvtON OM«j464t9

NOON

Wednesday,

$5.70 value.)

SO WHY DON'T YOU
RIDE THE DIXIE BUS &
LEAVE THE DRIVING TO US!

or

SUPPORT OUR *•*•*••
••••••* ADVERTISERS

BUS
TRANSPORTATION
To All BG Students
EVERY WED.
ColM»g« QrMk NH« Pickups WIN B« At
Th» Student Union
Ev*ry Half-Hour Starting 8:00 p.m.

IUHMasrrv

229-2311

PbgliOi's

EAST
«W
440 E. Court 352-1596

SOUTH
945 S. Main 352-7571

Coupons not useabie on specials.

c

Pizza inni

Ybu getgMcxe of thingsjeiflovr
. ■.;!.-.
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elsewhere,

Miami riots under control; trouble brews in Tampa
MIAMI (AP) - Miami's riotscarred neighborhoods were declared
"under control" and downtown merchants reopened shuttered shops
yesterday after three nights of racial
violence that claimed 15 lives and
damaged (100 million in property.
In Miami, U.S. Attorney General
Benjamin Civiletti announced that a
task force would be set up to investigate allegations of official
brutality and civil rights violations
that are blamed, in part, for
discontent in the black community.
He said up to 35 officials, including
FBI agents, prosecutors and marshals would either be hired or
transferred to Miami.
But 250 miles away in Tampa, police
said black teenagers prowling city
streets Monday night stoned cars and
looted stores. Angry slogans were

spray-painted on university buildings.
Miami police, reinforced by 3,600
National Gaurdsmen and 200 highway
patrolmen, arrested 200 more people
during the night, mostly on minor
charges such as violating the dusk-todawn curfew. That brought the total
arrested since Saturday night to 936.
"It's all quiet," said Miami Police
spokeswomen Cynthia Barry as the city's northwest skyline was free of
smoke plumes for the first time since
the weekend.
"NO MAJOR incidents occurred
last night," she said. "It's quiet.. .it's
under control. Everything is back to
normal as of now."
The mob violence was triggered
Saturday when an all-white jury in
Tampa acquitted four white former
Dade County policemen who had been

accused in the beating death of Arthur
McDuffie, a 33-year-old black Miami
insurance man.
As damage assessment teams
roamed blocks of debris-filled streets,
bus and mail service was restarted in
parts of the riot-damaged area and
garbage workers began hauling away
mounds of rotting refuse.
Federal prosecutors prepared to go
before a grand jury today with
evidence of possible civil rights violations in the late December death of
McDuffie.
In Tampa yesterday authorities
said several university buildings were
painted with slogans such as
"McDuffie was murdered" and
"McDuffie will be avenged!"
CIViLETn planned to meet with
various figures in the McDuffie case,
including Dade County State Attorney

Midwest feels volcano's effects;
98 still missing after eruption
VANCOUVER, Wash. (AP) Geologists warned 50,000 residents of
two small cities yesterday that a lake
of water trapped by mud and debris
from erupting Mount St. Helens could
come cascading down the mountain at
any time.
"It's going to happen," said Dwight
Crandell, a geologist for the U.S.
Geological Survey.
Six people were known dead and officials increased estimates of the
number of people missing to 98.
Forest fires that have consumed
50,000 acres burned unchecked
through the wilderness around the
volcano. An awesome cloud of
powdery ash released by Sunday's explosive eruption had drifted across the
Mississippi River into the eastern
United States by yesterday disrupting
travel in several states along the way.
MUD AND debris from the convulsion that blew 1,300 feet off the top of
Mount St. Helens formed a dam at the
outlet of Spirit Lake, trapping two
square miles of water 200 feet deep.

Crandell said a spill over the dam on
the volcano's north side was
"imminent" and a wall of water could
be released down the Toutle River,
threatening Interstate 5 and Kelso and
Longview, 40 miles away.
The water will move at 30 mph, giving people time to flee, he said
NO evacuations of the two cities
were ordered and a spokeswoman for
the Cowlitz County Emergency Services said, "There's maybe some
leaving, but no big movement of people."
Cowlitz County Sheriff Les Nelson
said an evacuation urged Monday
night for parts of Castel rock, Toutle,
Lexington and Silver Lake was
precautionary but not mandatory.
As for more eruptions from the
volcano, Crandell said, "There is no
indication that another eruption is imminent."

Rescuers in 15 helicopters carried
123 people out of the immediate area
of the volcano Sunday after the blast,
said Ben Dew, state emergency services spokesman. He said that on
Monday 15 people were rescued and
that the helicopters went back yesterday on "an organized, gridded
search" for more survivors.
The daily routine of much of eastern
Washington remained stalled with
businesses and schools closed and
mail service disrupted as ash filled
the air and choked roads. Hospitals
reported numerous complaints from
people with respiratory problems.
THE FINE, abrasive ash, ranging
up to 7 inches deep in some areas,
disabled hundreds of automobiles.
The Red Cross estimated 3,000 people
were evacuated from the lowlands
surrounding the southwestern
Washington volcano, which began puffing March 27 after a 123-year silence.
CRANDELL said the volcano
The list of people missing, which
vented more steam and ash yester- ballooned from 29 to 98, included 83
day, but in much smaller volumes announced by Nelson and 15 by
than the two days before.
Skamania County Sheriff Bill Closner.

France tastes wrath of Muskie
WASHIGNTON (AP) - Secretary of last week. The United States and other
State Edmund S. Muskie bluntly allies were not informed until Giscard
criticized France yesterday for failing was en route to Warsaw, and Muskie
to consult NATO allies before holding indicated that he had yet to receive
a summit meeting this week with the any official briefing on what
transpired at the meeting.
Soviets.
"This is not conducive...to the kind
of mutual onfidence and consultation
ASKED AT a news conference what
which we all seemed to agree last effect the meeting had on East-West
week were essential to alliance relations, Muskie said tartly, "Until I
solidarity and unity," he said.
have a report from whatever sources
The meeting between Presidents are interested in reporting to us on
Valery Giscard d'Estaing of France what took place at that meeting, it's
and Leonid Brezhnev of the Soviet difficult to answer that question."
Union was arranged secretly and held
In the past year, the Carter adMonday in Warsaw.
ministration often has been privately
The French kept the meeting secret criticized by Western European ofthroughout a series of NATO meetings ficials for changing old policies or an-

nouncing new initiatives without informing its allies in advance.
The French, for example, let it be
known that they were miffed that the
administration did not consult the
allies before announcing support for
an Olympic boycott following the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.
MUSKIE'S criticism of the FrenchSoviet summit was explicit.
"It seems to me that such a meeting
is a proper subject for consultations. I
had no message pressed home more
firmly to me from our NATO allies
than the importance of consultations
regarding possible U.S. actions.

Just because spring quarter is ending don't dose out your
student checking account or your Huntington savings account.
We will keep your account open all thru the summer months.
Simply leave $5 on deposit in the account and there will be
no service charges for the summer (June thru August).
STOP IN at our University Office on your way Downtown
before June 1, 1980 and there will be no need to open
bonk accounts again when you return in the foil.
U
nlffllillglOII
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to remove what she termed "a time
bomb" from Miami, lasted seven
weeks. The six-man jury deliberated
for two hours and 40 minutes.
The official death toll in Miami was
dropped from 16 to 15 yesterday when
the county medical examiner's office
determined that one gunshot victim,
Vemon Jones, 42, did not die in riotrelated violence.

classifieds.
Sandy, who will I "punt" with
when you leave? Sure will miss our
"planned" times together! Sue.

CLASSIFIED
INFORMATION

JANIE WRIGHT Congratulations
on your SAE lavaliering to Stu
Montgomery. Love, your Alpha
Phi Sisters^

MARY D CONGRATS ON BEING

To
place
a
classified ad, come to
106 University Hall
between 8-5, Monday
thru Friday.
As of May 1st all individual classifieds
must be prepaid. The
deadline for placing
ads is 4 p.m., 2 days
before publication.

■73 Catalina. PS. PB, 8 track.
clean. Kevin. 7:30-10:30pm S700

Attention

3n-im

Kelly, HI, I bet you never thought
you would see your name In here.
Only II more days. Love ya, Mark
(Ketmltl.

Students: Anyone interested In
working as a pre registration

Phi Delts: Thanks for a great tea
Friday night! Was it really raining
beer' Love, the Alpha Delts

3WW3
F. rmte. to share 2 bdrm. apt. with
2 others. (non-smoker). 1300 sum
mer. Call 372 4971.
1 F. rmte. needed for 8081 school
yr. Perfect location, attractive apt.
low cost. 8. 3 terrific rmtes. For
more Info. Call 354-1904.

done.
Phi Mus'-Tht Picnic Friday was
en excellent time & the party just
topped It all off. Lets do It again.
Love. RR 1 The Brothers of Sigma

cm.

Same Day Typesetting Service On
Most Jobs. Bring Us Your Reports.
Indexes, Manuals, Forms, Programs, Bulletins And Resumes. 41
Type Faces Available. Call The
Flatlands Trader Newspaper:
1SMSM,

1 F. rmte. wanted for 80-81 school
yr. Cheap! Call 352-8297.
M. student seeking housing tor
80-81 school yr. Close to campus
Eric, call collect (312) 548-3859.

Jane Young: congratulations on
making Pommereftes. Good
Work I Love.-The Pi's.
Phi Psl Lll SO Pledges: Who says
13 is an unlucky number we were
pretty lucky to get all of you. Nice
job on the raid. Love, the Active Lll

Graduating Soon? Leaving BG,
need some cash? I'm looking for a
good 10 speed bicycle 23-26" frame
at a reasonable price; preferably a
Raleigh, Peugeot, Ross, Schwln
Call me at 3521741 after 9:30cm.
2 M. rmtes. needed for summer
Qtr. 1295. all utll. paid. Call

Need some typing done? All
papers, thesis, etc. Bring your own
paper S 75 Call Janet 352 6783

SIS.

Pregnancy Aid & understanding.
6MPA. 353 7041 «, 353 ? 1*3

TY", CONGRATULATIONS ON
"GETTING LUCKYI" HOW

2 5473.

Abortions to 15 weeks. Lowest
Fees. Call Akron Women's Clinic
toll tree: I 8W 343 9150.

MUCH LUCKIER DO YOU WANT
TO GET??? GUESS WHO.

RESUME TYPESETTINO
1 or 2 pages SI5.00

RESUME TYPESETTINO
I or 1 paaei SIS 00
intl—os H fret copies Ml-mfc_

includes 19 free copies 352-3538.

KAREN SHAW. "MISS MATURI-

PERSONALS
Susan Callaghan Congratulations
on making Pommereftes! They
Big Derby. The day Is here, no
more 3.2 beer. So Irs oft to Sam
B's. tor the rest ot the year Happy
21st. Alpha Phi love & mine, Lll'
Plan*.
,
Mark & Mike. 76 miles In under 3
hours! Way to run guys. Let*s do It
again next year,

Lil Phi t»si Pledges: What better
way to spend a Sunday night than
with all of you Good job on the
rock Si raid (the singing was
supreme I) Your Pledge Advisor.
Customized T-shirts. Jerseys &
Sportswear Group rates tor date
parties, hall parties, fraternity &
sorority Low cost. Fast Delivery.
Call Tim at M2-S47I.

iti-rm,
Need 1 rmte. for 80 8! school year.
S270 qrr plus elec. Call Eileen

1 F. rmte. 1100 mo. ASAP. 00 81
sch. yr Downtown Call 352 7403

SUFFBR

THROUOH

ANOTHER FRUSTRATING SUMMER? IF YOU WOULD LIKE AN
OPPORTUINTY TO TRAVEL a
MAKE 130*8 THIS SUMMER. WE
STILL HAVE A FEW POSITIONS
AVAILABLE. NATIONAL CAM
PANY LOOKING FOR A FEW
HARD-WORKERS. 352-8854.

memorable

Tonights' Talk show9 11. John "in
The Nude" Brodie. Get the "Bore"

Responsible help. All shirts Apply
between
2-4
Mon.-Thurs.
Ponderosa Steak House E.

make It. Love ya. Sandy.

fact* to ouaatlon*.

Woostar.
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PATRONIZtoilR

Advertise Your unwanted Items
For Free In The Flatlands Trader
Newspaper. Pay A Commission
Only If Your item Sells. Call
357 3538. 75,000 Readers Weekly

FOR RENT
Sublet summer with option Fall. 1
bdrm. furn. apt Close QUIET
Off street parking. S140 mo. s. gas
372 0341 or 354 1985, John C2 man apt. lor Summer Qtr. 1 blk.
from campus, 5150 mo. Call
3527477.

.

Summer rentals in quiet 8 unit apt.
bldg on 3rd St. EHIc. avail, for the
year. All utll. pd. 352 5640 after
4Bftv
Summer turn houses tor 3 8. 4 people. Close to campus S270 mo plus
utll. S360 mo. plus utll. Ell June
15 Aua. 30. Call 353 7163 after 6pnv
Subls. apt. for Summer. 2 bdrms.
Utll paid. AC. furnished, quiet. SI40
mo. 11? Ridoe St. Call 352 0125
Summer apts. 2 bdrm. furn. $390. 2
bdrm. unfurn. $350 Rates for en
tire summer. 641
352 43*0 after 5pm.

Third St

«4.

Furn. AC, modem apts. 824 Sixth
St $400 Summer, All utll, except
elec. includ. Call 352 5163 or
3&4?*±

2 bdrm. deluxe turn. apt. Avail.
May 1st Sept 15th. 352 1730 or
352 58*1.
Summer, turn, upper duplex lor 3,
Fall turn lower duplex for 4. Ph.
352 0839.

HULP WANTED
WHY

weekend! Dawn Dance was great,
aybe in 7 years we'll actually

Another

1973 Dodge window van. S950 or
best offer. Many extras
Call
87426*4.

House
134 Manviiie. Females
Starting June 15. Call 352 6553.

CASH paid for gold class rings call
Steve at 3721*06.

Dave,

Hurry up, time's running eull I
Avail, tor 52.95, Summer Job
Catalogues for In & out oi state
employment Call Rick, 372 693*

152 3322 after Sum.

1 F. rmte. needed to share 2 bdrm
apt. tor 1980-81 sch.yr. Prefer grad
student. Call Bonnie after 11 p.m.

The Lll' Sisses ot Phi Kappa Tau
would like to announce the new
1980 at officers. Pres. Jennifer
Alexander, v Pres.-Carolyn
Smrtnick, Trees.-Anne Niese,
Sec.-Traci
Bigelow.
Pldg.
Trnr.Deb Reeves, Soc. Chrm. Jan
Truesdale. Also congratulations to
the 1979 80 officers on a job well

SERVICES OFFERED

FORSAVf

2 great 16 Ohm Travnor spkrs. JI90
for both. Very powerful. Call
WANTED

guys! I

1IU0.

Quarter

Congratulations Deb Eagle on your
Alpha Sig lavaliering to Marty
Smith. Love, your Alpha Phi
Sisters

DOUG 8, DALE, This year the 10 K,
next year the marathon! Great job

Lost sliver necklace wltti golden
ring with green stone
Blwn.
Rodgersi Founder*. Reward. $50.

Summer

volunteer, please stop by 405 Stu
dent Services Bldg or call 372 2143.
Greeters 8. tour guides are needed.

had one hell of a time .. I did. Love.
Susan.

LOST l FOUND

I or 2 pates 115.8*
Includes 10 Iree copies 352 353*

Leslie: Founder's Day was the
best. You couldn't have done a bet
rer ,0b' L & L, your ADPi Sisters

Michael: Dinner was divine, talking about dandelions L drinking
sparkling wine. Just want to say to
that big brother of mine, Hope you

Charge per Insertion
•30 cents per line,
per day
•3 line minimumapprox. 25 spaces a
line
•Boldface 50 cents
extra
•Phone 372-2003 for
further information.

RESUME TYPESETTINO

TAPPED
INTO
MORTAR
BOARDII LUCKY THING THIS
QUARTER'S GRADES DON'T
COUNTII WAULA.

Wednesday Night Talk Show with
John Brodie "In The Nude". Questions answered with "Bare" Facts.

sure picked a winner I Love. Lisa.

MOTHBALL
YOURHUNTINGTON
ACCOUNTS
FOR THE SUMMER.

Wo would liko to express our appreciation
for the opportunity to serve you during
the past academic year...
HAVE A GOOD SUMMER!

Janet Reno, whose resignation has been accused of beating McDuffie to
been demanded by some black death with flashlights and nightsticks,
leaders.
then wrecking his motorcycle in an atGov. Bob Graham on Monday tempt to make his death look accidenassigned his chief attorney to in- tal. The defense said the officers only
vestigate the handling of the McDuffie used the force necessary to restrain
case by Miss Reno's office. He said McDuffie, a karate expert, as he kickshe was among those suggesting the ed and fought.
inquiry.
THE TRIAL, moved to Tampa
The four Dade County officers had because Judge Lenore Nesbitt wanted

__
-

-

.

ADVERTBEBSI

APARTMENTS: 2 3 bdrm apts
for Summer a. Fall. Located at
315 319 S. Main. Call Albert

Newlove 352 5163.
2 bdrm unfurn 9 mo. lease. $310
mo , 12 mo lease $260 mo Close to
campus Call 352 4380. alter 5pm
Apts . houses, & rooms. Near cam
pus.
Summer
rental only.
Reasenabie rat**. 352 73*5.
i room available in house for sum
mer only. Good location & good
price 157 2800

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 a.m. - 10 p.m.

1-800-438-8039

MEMORIAL DAY
Take your choice bi{ savings

OR

double prints or single prints

St* Europe Economically By Train'
2-Month VOUTHPAiS-only S290
Unlimited Rail Trevf m 16 Countries'
1ST Class Hail Passes IS or Zi Days
1 2 or 3 Months- SAME DAY SERVICE
We Wrote the Book - Europe By Eura.i
Write or Phone the Rail Eiperts

THE TRAVEL GUIDE CO.

2 SETS OF PRINTS
AT ONE LOW PRICE

III* fill III. Ill II II] dill liji ■ liliail Mill 811*1 III

§049

20 exp. $4.99
24 exp. $5.99

12 cxp.
in in in in in in*

inn MI mi MI c

dun em M attack** li ulii ti|

60x20334 6
Columbus. Onto 43220
(614)4590372

FALL
APARTMENTS
3 MflMS

M

Elfins 1 1 10

DEVELOP $ PQINT

When
352-5163

Fill Till 111. 121II 13S COLOR PUNT FILM
12 ii|. nil

■I ii II ii|

■ I li 24 Hi.

,$2.29

*3.29

$3.59

fin Tin mil. mi II inimi mi in in rii ISI mi
Cliptl IBIl ll III ickll II lllll kl| lieil Ml till pit CII|M

Eipim M/ll

DORSEY'S DRUG
500 E. Wooster
BOWLING GREEN, OH

352-1693
"BY THE TRACKS"

SUMMER RENTALS
SUMMER SCHOOL
LEASE

(10 weeks)
2 BEDROOM APTS.
Forest Apts. $500
853 Napoleon Road

Luther Apts. $455
755 Manviiie
Pendleton Realty
Company
319 E. Wooster St
PHONE: 353-3641
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sports,
6-0, 1 -2 games

Falcons end season with split
by Ken Koppel
stall reporter

It took one day less than two full
months, but Bowling Green's baseball
team finally accomplished what it had
been trying to do all season-reach the
.500 mark.
After playing 52 games since the
season's beginning. March 21, the
Falcons achieved the break-even
point with a <M) victory over Cleveland
State at Warren E. Steller Field
yesterday. The celebration lasted
under three hours, however, as the
Vikings came back to capture the second contest, 2-1, ending BG's season
at 26-27.
This was the second time the
Falcons squared off with CSU.Earlier
in the season, BG traveled to
Cleveland Municipal Stadium to
record a 2-1,7-8 split.
stall photo by Scott Keeler
BG left fielder Jim Caserta slides Into second base attempting to steal during the first game ol
yesterday's double-header against Cleveland State University at Warren E. Steller Field. Covering on
the play lor the Vikings is short stop Tim Miller. BG split with CSU. winning the first game, 6-0, and
dropping the second, 2-1.

Weston leaves coaching opening
by Joe Menzer
stall reporter

An anticipated position opening involving the combined duties of
teaching in the Health Education field
and coaching women's tennis has
been announced by Betty Van Der
Smissen, head of the HPER department.
This year's coach, Joan Weston,
must leave the University because she
does not have her doctorate. University policy requires the person filling a
position such as Weston's must be
working toward a doctorate because
the position involves 75 percent
teaching.
Weston had been concerned because
the coaching job had not been advertised before now and several of her
player's parents had no idea of where
the tennis program was heading. Both
Weston and her players knew that she
would not be returning nert year
before this year's season began.
"I TOLD them before the season
began so they wouldn't hear it on the

grapevine," Weston said. "(The understand Weston's postion, but that
parents) were getting upset. Their "we have a legal process to go
children were recruited on campus to through."
ATHLETIC Director Jim Lessig adplay tennis and they had no idea
ded that he was not concerned that the
where the program was going.
"They (the Athletic Department) coaching position had not been advertell you that they won't cut back on the tised sooner.
"We have waited longer than this in
program, but you've seen it happen
before. An example is men's lacrosse. the past to hire a new coach," Lessig
said.
It's scary.
Weston said she feels that it would
"I'm in a very awkward position,
not only with the people I recruited be better if the University hired sohere on campus but with the ones I meone that would handle the combined teaching and coaching chores,
recruited for next year."
The position has only been advertis- because they would be able to devote
ed as an anticipated opening because more time to coaching. She pointed
the school of HPER is awaiting a let- out that someone who didn't teach
ter of confirmation from former here would have many outside inmen's lacrosse coach Jim Plaunt, who terests.
"When I commit myself to a prois on leave of absence from the
gram and an athlete I totally commit
University.
If Plaunt decides to return, he will myself," Weston said.
Weston, who was 22-14 as a coach in
fill the teaching portion of the opening. If Plaunt doesn't return, the her four years here, added that she
University will hire someone to fill was "relieved" that the job has now
both the teaching and coaching por- been at least partially advertised.
"It's about time," she said. "It was
tions of the position.
Van Der Smissen said that she can getting a little tense."

club clips
Sailers win
Bowling Green's sailing team
placed first in both the "A" and "B"
divisions of the Lakeland Community College regatta last weekend in
Thompson, Ohio.
Senior Pete McHenry was the skipper in the "A" race with Nancy
Stark as his crew. Al Carr was the
skipper of the "B" team with Bob
Swan as his crew.
BG defeated host Lakeland and
Cleveland State for the title in its last

race of the season.

Skiers qualify
Bowling Green's water ski team
finished second in the Midwest
regionals in Decatur, 111. last
weekend. The showing qualified the
Falcons for the national meet in October in Groveland, Fla. It is the second consecutive year the Falcons
have qualified for the national event.
The BG team of Craig
Fankhauser, Jack Thomas, Dana

Paton, Lisa Johnson and Sandy
Schultz placed ahead of Ohio State,
Kansas State and Akron University, but lost out to the University of
Kansas for the team title.
Fankhauser finished second in the
meet in all three events: the slalom,
trick skis and jump. His jump of
105-feet was a personal best. Paton
was fifth in trick ski competition and
seventh in slalom and jump.
Schultz and Johnson both finished
in the top three in all three events.

tXM

PREFERRED
PROPERTIES

n

MIKE SCHWARBER was not one of
the hurlers to make an appearance
against BG before, but he encountered
problems in putting the ball over the
plate, starting the opening game for
CSU, (21-26).
Schwarber (4-6), the ace of the Viking staff, had his fastball consistently
moving between 86 and 90 mph, and
after facing 18 batters, be was moving
toward the showers, surrendering six
runs in 21-3 innings pitched.
BG's Roger McDowell was the
beneficiary of the Falcon attack as the
freshman from Cincinnati went the
distance to gain the win. The 6-foot-l,
165-pound McDowell turned in his second straight strong performance,
walking two and fanning six, while
scattering four singles to raise his
mark to 2-3 and run lite Falcons'winning streak to four, equaling their
longest of the year.
Schwarber dug himself into a hole
almost from his initial stride to the
plate. After McDowell set CSU down
in order starting the contest, the Viking right-hander walked Phil Oropallo
on four pitches to begin his demise.
OROPALLO, the Falcon lead off hitter, scored on a Joe Thrasher ground

by Dave Lewandowski
sports editor

Bowling Green football coach
Denny Stolz may have mentioned
Tom Glendening's name maybe once
or twice last season. But Saturday at
the annual spring scrimmage,
Glendening was the main topic of
discussion.
Glendening, a reserve back most of
last year, was high on the list of
praises Stolz issued after the brownwhite scrimmage closing spring
practice for the Falcons.
"He's as good an offensive palyer
as we have on the team," Stolz said.
"There's no one better at his position.
I'm really high on his physical play
and his smartness. He gives us a
really good punch."
Glendening was paired in the back-

835 High St.
BG News
Salesperson

•Special Rates*
Indoor Pool & Party Room

off the Week
Jan Dorrance

Ph. 352-9378

BE A TRANSIENT THIS SU

IN OUR FIGHT
AGAINST

to

DEFECTS

MARCH Of DIMES
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Alpha Sigma Phi
proudly congratulates
New Actives:

TAKE COURSES AT LAKELAND
COMMUNITY COLLEGE AND
RETURN TO YOUR COLLEGE THIS
FALL WITH A HEAD START

Ken Dennett
SCheck our Summer Schedule

Ricky Gonzalez

V Check about transferring credits
TWO SUMMER SESSIONS

Mark Thieleke

June 23 - July 30. August 4 - Sept. 10

Angelo Pontello

FOR A SCHEDULE OR MORE INFORMATION
WRITE OR CALL OUR ADMISSIONS OFFICE
Lakeland Community College
Route 306 off I-90
Mentor. Ohio 44060 ' 951 1000

the Phoenix takes flight!
NA^JH^vtT

. >j|lt*M>«l»o4

wild pitch. Vanek making it all the
way from second.
"It wasn't one of my better pitched
games," Stella said. I had good stuff
from the second to the fourth. The
first inning I didn't have that much
velocity."
Stella walked three and whiffed
eight in his six-hit showing, but was
the victim of a pitching dual with
CSU's Tom Stibora. Stibora upped his
mark to 4-4 after overcoming early
difficulties. The Viking southpaw
walked four in the first three innings,
but didn't give up another pass the
rest of the way, surrendering five
safeties in the game, two in the final
four frames. He stuck out four in going the route.

The Falcons had opportunities to tie
the game in the final two frames, but
stranded Dave Kotowski on second
after he began the sixth with a single
and left Zielinski on first after the BG
right fielder reached base on a Viking
error with two gone in the final stanza.
Larry Nonnomaker didn't quite get
PURVIS was referring to the BG enough of a Stibora offering, lofting a
starter in second affair. In Stella's 1-1 pitch to right field, ending the confive starts, he has been supported by test and handing BG its 13th one-run
the total of seven runs in 36 innings.
defeat in 19 games"He was good, but he just wasn't
Still, it was not a disappointed Purvery lucky," Purvis said of the pitcher
with the best strikeout-per-inning vis who stood before his squad in the
Falcon lockerroom for the final time
ratio on the squad.
"What can I say? I don't know what of the season. Purvis said that he had
it is," Stella said after his record dip- just finished coaching his most imped to 2r$. "I've given up some cheap proved squad in any of the nine years
runs I shouldn't have, so I'm not blam- of heading Falcon baseball teams,
mentioning that the team was vicing the hitters."
After failing to cross the plate in 13 torious in 19 of their last 29 games,
innings, CSU tallied both its runs of seven of those defeats coming by the
the afternoon in the fifth frame of the span of one run.
latter contest
WITH BG ahead 1-0 on the credit of
a Byrne RBI single in the second,
Stella issued a one-out walk to Tim
Miller. Miller stole second and was
running on a 2-2 pitch to Greg Vanek,
when the CSU left fielder singled to
right tying the game. The winning run
scored when Stella let loose with a

First Game
CSU
BG
WP

0000000

04 1

132000X 6-0-1
McDowell.LP Schw»rb«r
Second Game

CSU -0000200-2-6-1
BG - 0100000- 150
WP stlbora.LP Stella

Glendening shines in scrimmage

Congratulations

Now Leasing for
Summer

out three batters later for a 1-0 BG
lead. BG increased its lead to 4-0 after
two when Schwarber wild pitched a
run home and Pat Byrne and Bob
Zielinski doubled to plate two more.
While McDowell was allowing two
base runners throughout the first four
innings, the Falcons were continuing
their offensive assault, tallying twice
more in the third on another walk and
three straight hits. Schwarber exited
after Byrne's second RBI double,
allowing eight hits three base on balls
in his brief stint.
BG had trouble handling Viking
reliever Mark DiFrancisco, with the
CSU righty letting up one single the
rest of the way, but McDowell hand
things well in control, throwing 103
pitches and never letting more than
two Vikings reach base in a single inning.
"McDowell and (Scott) Stella both
pitched fine games," BG coach Don
Purvis said after his squad 14th split
of the season. "We simply have not
scored when Stella has pitched."

field with tailback Kevin Folkes and
quarterback Greg Taylor. Folkes
was the starting tailback for the
Falcons last season, while Taylor is
battling for the starting job with
senior Dave Endres and sophomore
Dayne Pals grove. Glendening was
later joined by Bryant Jones after
Folkes went out with a hamstring
pull.
ENDRES HAD Jeff McCormick
and Dave Windatt in his backfield
while Palsgrove started with Jones
and fullback Kevin Browning.
Jones scored one of the Falcons'
three touchdowns on the afternoon
with a 23-yard sweep to the left.
McCormick scored on a two-yard run
and Shawn Potts caught a TD pass
from Dave Geynk late in the
scrimmage.
Stolz said the quarterback
situation, an anticipated problem
area with the graduation of Mike
Wright, was not high on the list of his
concerns after the spring practice.
Stolz said prior to spring ball that one
of his main aims was to evaluate his
three quarterbacks and come out
with a No. 1 man.
"Right now Taylor would start,"
Stolz said. "He has the best balance
offensively between the pass and run.
Dave (Endres) had a good preseason
and I think this thing (picking a
starter) will go on into fall. I'm
happy with the situation. We don't
have an outstanding quarterback but
it's not a major problem."
STOLZ ALSO said Glendening and
Folkes would join Taylor in the backfield when the season opens at
Richmond Sept. 6.
"Browning can't seem to shake the
injuries and Windatt is a good
journeyman back," Stolz said. "I

also like Jones. He was the best back
in spring ball. I don't see us naming a
starting lineup in our offensive backfield. We'll do a lot of changing."
Stolz said some of the positions he
is concerned with are free safety, left
tackle and guard, tight end and one
of the linebacker spots.
Jac Tomasello and Joe Merritt
were both injured during practice
with Tomasello not expected back.
Both were starters in the defensive
backfield during last season's 4-7
campaign, leaving openings for Stolz
to fill.
"Free safety is really unsettled,"
Stolz said. "(Joe) Moton, (Jim)
Rusher and (Dan) Shetler are all
possibilities."
MOTON SAW duty for the Falcons
in their final four games, while
Shetler is working at both receiver
and defensive back. Shetler was the
leading pass catcher for BG last
season, but Stolz said he also is a
good defensive player.
At the left tackle and guard spots,
Stolz said he is considering moving
around Mike Rullo, Joe Kastl and
Cornell Jones. Jones is a newcomer
to the team after transferring from
Ferrum Junior College in Virginia.
John Meek and John Park are
penciled in for the tight end spot with
Stolz saying the two may alternate.
In the one linebacker position open,
Stolz is undecided between Terry
Gyetvai and Mike Bixel. Bizel was a
defensive end last season.
Aside from Tomasello and Merritt,
taiback Chip Otten fractured an
ankle and defensive back Steve
Raabe injured a shoulder during
practice. Both are expected back in
time for the opening game.

Baseball talks resume
NEW YORK (AP) - On the eve of a
final effort to avert a player strike,
the two sides in the baseball contract
dispute huddled separately yesterday, assembling final strategies.
Federal Mediator Kenneth Moffett
has ordered management and the
players back to the bargaining table
today, hoping that two days apart
will produce some changes in their
philosophies.
"That's what we need at this
point," Moffett said when he
recessed the talks Sunday.
The central issue separating the
two sides is the owners' demand for
compensation for free agents signing
with new teams. The players feel that

would place severe restrictions on
their freedom of movement.

SEVERAL CLUBS will be on the
road at the midnight Thursday
deadline and one team, the San Diego
Padres, has threatened not to allow
players on the club charter back west
unless they buy tickets in advance.
Most players seem convinced that
a strike cannot be avoided. Mark
Belanger of the Baltimore Orioles,
alternate American League player
rep, said he would meet with his
teammates Wednesday. "Everybody
should know the whys," he said. "It's
not a question of unity, it's understanding the why's."

